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Despite their generally low volume fraction, Fe\\Ti oxides have the potential to greatly influence the eruptive
style because they lower the supersaturation pressure for heterogeneous bubble nucleation. Once nucleated,
bubbles respond fast to pressure changes, fostering rapid expansion and explosive behavior. Yet, oxide microlite
quantifications are often absent from data of explosive products. We used new, re-analyzed, and published data
to build a compilation of oxide number densities (ONDs) and vesicle number densities (VNDs) of trachytic and
calc-alkaline products. Four eruptive styles were selected: 1) Vulcanian explosions from Soufrière Hills volcano,
Montserrat, Lascar volcano, Chile, and Kilian volcano, France, 2) blasts from Mt. Pelée volcano, Lesser Antilles,
Mount St. Helens, USA, and Merapi volcano, Indonesia, 3) a sub-Plinian explosion from Merapi volcano, and
4) lava dome effusions with intermittent collapse from Soufrière Hills and Mt. Pelée volcanoes. Natural samples
were separated into two groups according to the dominant texture of the products of each event: 1) vesicular
pumice clasts from explosions with a strong vertical component and 2) dense clasts with diktytaxitic textures
from dome collapse event and lateral blast. Group 1 samples are either distributed alongside the 1:1 trend be-
tween VND and OND that spans from 1015 to 1017 m−3, or have a constant VND of 1016–16.5 m−3 regardless of
OND. A large proportion of oxides (55–100%) touch vesicles. A more variable proportion of vesicles (16–72%)
are in contact with oxides because of syn-explosive growth and coalescence. Group 2 samples have ONDs in
the same broad range as group 1 samples. We also used new and published data to build a compilation of
ONDs and VNDs of five series of experimental decompression of rhyolitic and phonolitic melts. In samples
with OND≈ VND,most bubbles are in contact withmore than one oxide and 64–88% of the oxides are in contact
with bubbles. Such high levels of connectivity suggest that the role of oxides in controlling bubble nucleation has
been underestimated.WhenVND ≥OND, nucleation densities of experimental vesicles can be reproduced by het-
erogeneous nucleation models, which we used to calculate syn-explosive decompression rates from VNDs at
Merapi, Soufrière Hills, and Kilian. These rates and textural evidence suggest that the decompression front ac-
companying these Vulcanian and sub-Plinian explosions is responsible for syn-explosive bubble nucleation.
We calculated the average pre-explosive ascent rates necessary to yield the observed ONDs at Soufrière Hills
and Merapi volcanoes. The resulting rates, 0.005–20 m/s, overlap considerably with the range of critical ascent
rate inferred for the effusive–explosive transition, supporting the hypothesis that this transition is primarily con-
trolled by oxidemicrolites in the conduit because oxides are a primer for explosive behaviorwhen present in suf-
ficiently high number densities. Focusing on the older eruption of Kilian, forwhich no observation is available,we
infer that pre-explosive ascent rates of >7 × 10−3 m/s were necessary for explosive behavior to occur.

© 2020 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Whenmagmamoves upwards into the crust to feed a volcanic erup-
tion, the accompanying change in pressure causes degassing. The pro-
cess of degassing starts with bubble nucleation, the kinetics of which
is controlled by the presence or absence of crystals in themelt. Homoge-
neous nucleation occurs in pure melts and often requires large pressure
isser).
changes to induce sufficient volatile supersaturation. Conversely, het-
erogeneous nucleation of gas bubbles on preexisting crystals can occur
following significantly smaller pressure drops. Heterogeneous nucle-
ation has recently been proposed to be the dominantmechanism occur-
ring in nature (Shea, 2017). As a result, attention has been turned
towards studying minerals that are able to lower supersaturation pres-
sure to the smallest possible values. Minerals belonging to the solid so-
lution of Fe\\Ti oxides are ideal nucleation sites in this respect. The least
effective Fe\\Ti oxide is hematite, which reduces supersaturation pres-
sures in rhyolite at 800 °C from ~200MPa (homogeneous nucleation) to
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130 MPa (Cluzel et al., 2008). The most effective mineral is magnetite
because it reduces supersaturation pressure to less than 20 MPa
(Gardner and Denis, 2004; Gardner, 2007; Shea et al., 2010) or even
less than 5MPa (Hurwitz andNavon, 1994), depending onmelt compo-
sition and temperature. Magnetite crystals play an important role in
magmatic systems because their large wetting angles cause bubbles to
attach to them (e.g., Gardner and Denis, 2004). The ascent of such
bubble-magnetite pairs could explain the formation of iron oxide–
apatite deposits by buoyant segregation (Knipping et al., 2015) and
could increase the efficiency of magmamixing by buoyancy-driven stir-
ring (Edmonds et al., 2015).

Magnetite crystals have the potential to greatly influence the style of
eruptions involving lavas that are more viscous than those found in
mafic systems. For example, in the case of a melt at water saturation, a
magma-filled conduit subject to partial dome collapse is subject to a
pressure variation in the order of 5–20 MPa (e.g., Taisne and Jaupart,
2008). This pressure range is similar to the supersaturation pressures
causing heterogeneous nucleation on magnetite. Following Cluzel
et al. (2008) and Cáceres et al. (2020), it is thus reasonable to posit
that a magma feeding a dome eruption and bearing large amounts of
magnetite microlites would be more prone to nucleate gas bubbles in
response to small pressure changes during an eruption than a magma
bereft of magnetite. Once nucleated in the conduit, bubbles respond
fast to pressure changes (e.g., Lensky et al., 2004; Giachetti et al.,
2010) and the ensuing volume changes favor rapid expansion, fragmen-
tation, and explosive behavior. Yet, the hypothesis that magnetite fos-
ters explosive eruptions cannot be tested because of the lack of
natural data published in the literature.

Amounts of magnetite in natural samples have typically been docu-
mented by reporting volume or modal fractions, which are generally
small (<5 vol% on a bubble-free basis). Bubble nucleation, however, is
sensitive to the number density of nucleation sites rather than to bulk
volumeormass fraction of a givenmineral. There are, to our knowledge,
natural data on oxide number densities (OND) at explosive volcanoes
for only one sample from the 1980 blast at Mount St. Helens, USA
(Cashman, 1988), a few samples of Vulcanian explosions at Soufrière
Hills, Montserrat (Giachetti et al., 2010; Burgisser et al., 2019),
Shinmoedake, Japan (Mujin and Nakamura, 2014), and at Kilian vol-
cano, France (Colombier et al., 2017). Extending the scope from explo-
sive eruptions to the reservoir-related sample from the Bishop Tuff
(Gualda and Anderson, 2007) and to the fully degassed Tokachi–
Ishizawa obsidian lava (Sano et al., 2015) does not vastly extend the
amount of available data. This contrasts strongly with the hundreds of
samples that have given rise to the numerous published number densi-
ties of plagioclase and/or pyroxene microlite (e.g., Suzuki and Fujii,
2010; Martel, 2012; Muir et al., 2012).

There are more OND data for decompression experiments of water-
saturated magmas (e.g., Martel and Schmidt, 2003; Shea et al., 2010),
some of them specifically addressing heterogeneous bubble nucleation
in the presence of oxides (Hurwitz and Navon, 1994; Gardner and
Denis, 2004; Gardner, 2007; Cluzel et al., 2008; Cáceres et al., 2020).
That oxide volume fraction is small has been used as a common argu-
ment to minimize its role in experimental work addressing bubble
growth (Burgisser and Gardner, 2004; Cichy et al., 2011; Fiege and
Cichy, 2015).

The paucity of natural data hinders the assessment of the role of ox-
ides in the shallow vesiculation of ascending magma. Here, we signifi-
cantly extend existing data by documenting the OND and vesicle
number density (VND) of 105 samples from explosive and effusive
products at five volcanoes. Four eruptive styles were selected to evalu-
ate the conjecture that the transition from effusive to explosive erup-
tions is primarily controlled by the presence or absence of oxide
microlites in the conduit. The first style is Vulcanian explosions from
Soufrière Hills volcano, Lascar volcano, Chile, and Kilian volcano. The
second style is laterally directed blasts from Mt. Pelée volcano, Lesser
Antilles, Mount St. Helens, and Merapi volcano, Indonesia. The third
2

style is sub-Plinian convective fountain collapse from Merapi volcano.
The last style is lava dome effusion with intermittent collapse from
Soufrière Hills and Mt. Pelée volcanoes. Events from Soufrière Hills,
Kilian, and Merapi volcanoes have been included in this study also be-
cause the pre-explosive conditions of these sample series (i.e. the pres-
sure and the porosity of each sample in the conduit prior to explosion)
have been determined by prior studies (Burgisser et al., 2010; Drignon
et al., 2016; Colombier et al., 2017; Burgisser et al., 2019).

Natural samples give a spatial link between oxides and bubbles.
Their possible genetic link is often obscured by the many transforma-
tions affecting the magma during ascent, evacuation, and final deposi-
tion at the surface. We selected new and published experimental data
to aid natural data interpretation and to determine the conditions
under which oxides can foster heterogeneous bubble nucleation. We
chose published decompression experiments with more oxides than
nucleated bubbles (Cluzel et al., 2008; Shea et al., 2010) and with
more bubbles than oxides (Gardner, 2007; Gardner and Denis, 2004).
We present new analysis of three representative samples of experimen-
tally decompressed rhyolite melts (Burgisser and Gardner, 2004) be-
cause they have bubbles and oxides in equivalent numbers. Finally, we
explore implications of these findings at three volcanoes by showing
how oxide nucleation conditions, and thus explosivity, are linked to as-
cent rate and phase equilibria relationships.

2. Methods

2.1. Sample selection

We used new data, re-analyzed data, and published data to build a
compilation of ONDs and VNDs of nine sample series from four volca-
noes, totaling 105 individual samples. There are eight new data series.
Three series are from Soufrière Hills volcano. One of them is composed
of a selection of the products of Vulcanian explosions in August–October
1997 studied by Burgisser et al. (2010). The two others are from prod-
ucts of block-and-ash flows generated by dome collapse on June 25,
1997 (Loughlin et al., 2002) andMay20, 2006 (Loughlin et al., 2010), re-
spectively. One sample series was produced by the 1993 Vulcanian
eruption at Lascar volcano (Mattews et al., 1997; Sparks et al., 1997).
Two sample series were erupted by Mt. Pelée: one during the 1929
block-and-ash flows and the other during the 1902 blast (Martel et al.,
2000). The last two analyzed series are products from the opening and
paroxysmal stages of the 2010 eruption of Merapi volcano, which oc-
curred on October 26 and November 5, respectively (Komorowski
et al., 2013; Drignon et al., 2016). There is one re-analyzed series from
the 9.4 ka Vulcanian eruption of Kilian volcano (Colombier et al.,
2017). New and re-analyzed samples are listed in Table S1 in the Sup-
plementary Information. Published data include products emitted by
Vulcanian events on February 11, 2010 (23 samples, Burgisser et al.,
2019) and during August–October 1997 (8 samples, Giachetti et al.,
2010) at Soufrière Hills, and during the 1980 blast at Mount St. Helens
(Cashman, 1988).

We used new and published data to build a compilation of ONDs and
VNDs of five series of experimental decompression of rhyolitic and
phonolitic melts, totaling 49 individual samples. Published data are
from the studies of Gardner and Denis (2004), Gardner (2007), Cluzel
et al. (2008), and Shea et al. (2010). In addition, we analyzed three sam-
ples of experimentally decompressed rhyolite melts (Burgisser and
Gardner, 2004). In their study, Burgisser and Gardner (2004) placed
samples of rhyolitic glass in sealed Au-capsules with distilled water at
825 °C and 150 MPa for five days in order to saturate the melt with
water. A sudden decompression down to 100MPa nucleated small bub-
bles and samplesweremaintained at the nucleation pressure until bub-
bles reached approximately thermodynamic equilibrium with a mean
diameter of 35 μm. One analyzed sample (ABG1) was quenched at
100 MPa. For the other two samples, pressure was released in incre-
ments to approximate a constant decompression rate of 0.5 MPa/s
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(ABG16) and 1 MPa/s (ABG28) until 50 MPa was reached, at which
point the samples were rapidly quenched. For simplicity, the experi-
mentally generated bubbles will sometimes be referred to as vesicles
in discussions involving both natural and experimental samples.

2.2. 2D imaging

2.2.1. Acquisition
New natural data were collected over several years and quantifi-

cation methods slightly varied according to sample series. Textural
characterization of samples from Soufrière Hills, Mt. Pelée, and Las-
car volcanoes was done by imaging polished sections by Scanning
Electron Microscopy (SEM) with a JEOL JSM-6400 microscope oper-
ating at 15 to 20 kV acceleration voltages (ISTO, Université
d'Orléans). BackScattered Electrons (BSE) images were acquired at
three to four different resolutions to ensure that a sufficiently wide
range of object sizes was represented. Three to four SEM images
were acquired at each of the following magnifications: ×25, ×100,
×400, and ×800. One exception is that the ×400 magnification was
replaced by ×200 for samples AMO16C and 1448 that were depos-
ited by the Soufrière Hills block-and-ash flows. For the sample series
of Merapi volcano, we used the SEM images at two levels of magnifi-
cation (×50 and ×2000) that have been described in Drignon et al.
(2016), where details of the acquisition procedure can be found.
The Merapi polished sections were imaged using a TESCAN MIRA 3
XMU SEM operating at 20 to 25 kV accelerating voltage (CNRS-
ISTO, Université d'Orléans) in BSE mode.

One sample from Merapi was imaged by Energy Dispersive Spec-
troscopy (EDS) as reported in Drignon et al. (2016). Briefly, the polished
section was imaged using a LEO STEREOSCAN 440 (LEICA) SEM operat-
ing at 15 kV accelerating voltage (Université Savoie Mont Blanc) to
which an EDS probe QUANTAX EDS (Bruker AXS) was attached. Distri-
bution maps of Si, Fe, Mg, Al, Ca, K, Ti, and C were acquired at three to
four locations per magnification. The magnifications used were ×35,
×352, and ×2000 and the resolution of each element map was
512 × 384 pixels.

2.2.2. Processing
All images were treated using the image processing packages

ImageJ 1.48 (imagej.nih.gov/ij/) and Fiji 1.52 (Schindelin et al.,
2012). Noise reduction was performed on the SEM images using
ImageJ anisotropic diffusion filter. Segmentation of vesicles and ox-
ides was done by manual thresholding of the lowest and highest
levels of gray, respectively. Plagioclases are difficult to distinguish
from glass, impeding calculation of total crystal volume fractions
based on automatic segmentation (Burgisser et al., 2010). For some
Soufrière Hills samples and all Merapi samples (Table S1), we used
vesicularities and total crystal volume fractions (phenocrysts plus
microlite) reported in Drignon et al. (2016) and some crystal volume
fractions reported in Burgisser et al. (2010). This is because in both
studies, precise segmentation of plagioclases was conducted by
manual outlining the plagioclases. In all the other SEM images, we
set thresholding values that yielded one segmented phase contain-
ing glass, plagioclase, and all other minerals but oxides. We then
manually erased the glass from the thresholded image by visual in-
spection. Unlike the methods of Burgisser et al. (2010) and Drignon
et al. (2016), this method does not yield outlines of every crystal,
which does not affect the accuracy of area fraction but leads to inac-
curate size distributions.

Images acquired by EDS were processed with the wavelet “A-trous”
filter in ImageJ to decrease the noise level before using the default
IsoData thresholding. Objects of interest were obtained by successive
subtractions of Boolean combinations of the binary images (Drignon
et al., 2016). Vesicles were composed of pixels containing C or none of
the other elements. Oxides were composed of pixels containing Fe and
Ti but no vesicle pixels.
3

2.2.3. Analysis
For each sample, segmented SEM and EDS images were used to

quantify volume fractions and number densities of vesicles, oxides,
and other crystals following the resolution assembly procedure of
Giachetti et al. (2010). All samples but those of Merapi had similar
cut-off values for oxides and vesicles. Images at ×25 magnification
were used to characterize objects 1500–8.4 μm across, ×100 images
were used to characterize objects 267–2.1 μm across, ×400 images
were used to characterize objects 66.8–0.52 μm across, and ×800 im-
ages were used to characterize objects 33.6–0.38 μm across. The corre-
sponding cut-off values between these successive magnifications
varied between 16 and 100 μm, 4 and 16 μm, and 4 and 0.6 μm, respec-
tively (see Giachetti et al., 2010, for statistical details on image vs. object
sizes). Only crystals with an equivalent diameter larger than 50 μm
were counted, except for AMO36, for which operator 3 used all four
magnifications with the same cut-off values as for oxides and vesicles.
For each Merapi sample, we cropped one ×50 image from the native
resolution of 2048 × 2048 pixels to ~1300 × 1300 pixels because of
the circular shape of the polished sections. The cropped image was
used to characterize objects 1500–20 μm across. Four ×2000 images
were used to characterize objects 63–0.5 μm across with a correspond-
ing cut-off value varying between 30 and 60 μm depending on sample.

Object counting and characterization of each magnification was
done using the Analyze Particle tool of ImageJ. Our thresholding of
SEM images creates false positives of oxides because of the edge effect
at the glass/vesicle interface. In some series where the edge artifacts
were strong, we eliminated many such false positives on the basis of
their cuspate shapes by filtering out objects with circularity <0.3. Num-
ber density and volume fraction of the objects were then obtained by
combining the different levels of magnifications as explained in
Giachetti et al. (2010). Both ONDs and VNDs are reported (Table S1)
on a bubble- and crystal-free basis (i.e. the number of objects per unit
volume of glass). Uncertainties on each number density measurement
were calculated according to Giachetti et al. (2010) by assuming that
5% of the number of objects per image were artifacts.

We used the total VNDs and ONDs of the Kilian volcano products re-
ported in Colombier et al. (2017) but adjusted their crystal volume frac-
tions with a combination of XRD analysis and mass balance to calculate
bubble- and crystal-free number densities. The SEM image analysis
underestimated crystal volume fractions because of the high volume
fractions (SI Text S1).

2.3. 3D imaging

Relationship between oxides and bubbles can be determined in 2D
by using statistical analysis of their spatial distribution (Edmonds
et al., 2015) but we used themore direct approach of 3Dmeasurements
on representative natural and experimental samples. Six samples from
the 1997 Vulcanian explosions at Soufrière Hills and three samples of
experimentally decompressed rhyolite melts were imaged by Com-
putedmicro-Tomography (μCT) to obtain 3D volumes of X-ray attenua-
tion levels.

2.3.1. Acquisition
The X-ray μCT acquisition of the experimental samples were per-

formed following the method described in Castro et al. (2012). The 3D
volume of ABG1 is the same as that used in Castro et al. (2012) and
the volumes of AGB16 and ABG28 are the same as those used in
Burgisser et al. (2017). Briefly, scanning was performed with a Phoenix
Nanotom 180 (ISTO, Université d'Orléans)with amolybdenum target, a
tungsten filament, a variable operating voltage of 100 to 180 keV, and a
filament current of 50–210 nA. We analyzed small (1–4 mm3) chips of
vesicular glass by mounting them onto carbon fiber rods with thermo-
plastic adhesive. Samples were rotated over 360° during the exposure
to the X-radiation. Between 1300 and 2300 images of 2304 × 2304
pixels were collected during each analysis. Reconstruction of these
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images into a stack of grayscale images representing different phases
was performedwith a separate PCmicrocluster running Phoenix recon-
struction software. This piece of software includes a proprietary ring ar-
tifact correction procedure based on averaging and subtraction of blank
images taken during acquisition by temporarily removing the sample
from the field of view. The voxel edge length was 2.2 μm for ABG1,
1.9 μm for ABG16, and 1.5 μm for ABG28.

The μ-CT acquisitions of the natural samples were performed at the
TOMCAT beamline of the SLS synchrotron facility (Villigen,
Switzerland; Stampanoni et al., 2006) following the procedure de-
scribed in Degruyter et al. (2010). The imaged samples were small vol-
umes of rock immediately adjacent to those forming the polished
sections imaged by SEM to minimize the effects of spatial variability.
The beam energy was varied between 20 and 25 keV. Samples were ro-
tated over 180° and between 1000 and 3000 projectionswere taken per
scan. A field of view of 5.5 × 5.5 mm2 and a resolution of 2048 × 2048
pixels were used. Reconstructions of the 3D volumes were done using
the in-house software developed at the synchrotron beamline, yielding
a voxel edge length of 2.7 μm. No ring artifact correction was needed.

2.3.2. Processing
All volumeswere treated using ImageJ and Fiji. Theywere converted

to stacks of 8-bit grayscale images, and were then cropped into cuboids
for further analysis. Noise reduction was performed on most volumes
with the wavelet “A-trous” filter, and with the “anisotropic diffusion”
filter on the remaining volumes. The filtered image stacks were con-
verted to binary format bymanual thresholding of the highest and low-
est levels of gray to segment oxides and vesicles, respectively. Sub-
volumes were cropped so that no sample edge was present in the vol-
ume of interest (VOI). This yielded VOIs of ~10003 voxels for natural
samples (Table S2). The small sizes of the experimental samples
(Burgisser et al., 2017) constrained us to use VOIs <6003 voxels. Details
on 3D rendering parameters are in Text S2.

2.3.3. Analysis
Oxides and vesicles were counted using the “Particle Analyzer” tool

of the BoneJ plugin (Doube, 2020) of ImageJ. The minimum size of all
objects was set to 10 voxels for natural samples. No scan at higher res-
olution was available, and the consequences of this lower limit are
assessed in Section 2.4. The simple texture of the experimental samples
allowed us to tailor the minimum size of counted bubbles to 27 voxels.
Resulting bubble mean diameters in the analyzed VOIs are 25 μm for
ABG1 and66 μminABG16,which are comparable to the values reported
in Burgisser and Gardner (2004): 35 ± 7 and 71 ± 8 μm, respectively.

To test whether the VOIs of the experiments had sufficient resolu-
tion to capture the fine end of the oxide size distribution, we used the
ABG28 volume because it was acquired at the highest resolution
(voxel edge length of 1.5 μm). The three samples were extracted from
the same ~100 cm3 block of obsidian glass and are part of similar de-
compression series that did not nucleate new crystals (Burgisser and
Gardner, 2004). The only source of differences in the size distributions
of the three samples is natural variability within the original obsidian
glass block. The minimum size of counted oxides was 8 voxels for
ABG1 and ABG16. Thanks to a less noisy stack (Fig. S1), oxides in
ABG28 were counted with a lower threshold of 4 voxels. Fig. 1 shows
the resulting size distribution, which can be used to estimate the num-
ber of oxides thatwere too small to be captured by the μCT scan.We car-
ried out this extrapolation by first fitting a power law curve to the fine
end of the distribution (15–400 μm3). We then used this fit (R2 =
0.99) to calculate the putative cumulative number of oxides between
15 μm3 and the single oxide of 0.023 μm3 predicted by the power law.
Results indicate that 152 oxides <15 μm3 could be present in the
ABG28 VOI. As wemeasured 8553 oxides in that VOI, the number of ox-
ides could thus have been underestimated by 1.7%. Fig. 1 also shows the
limits of the smallest oxides analyzed in the two other samples. Apply-
ing the same reasoning to those samples, our analysis thus captured 83%
4

and 88% of the oxides present in ABG1 and ABG16, respectively. This
source of positive uncertainty is larger than the one stemming from cal-
culating the standard deviation between VOIs of different sizes (see
below).

Calculating number densities in 3D is more straightforward than in
2D. The numbers of oxides, Nox, and vesicles, Nves, in the analyzed vol-
umes were divided by the volume of glass (i.e. the total volume minus
that of the vesicles and that of the oxides) to obtain ONDs and VNDs, re-
spectively (Table S1). This was done only for the experimental samples
because their unimodal bubble size distributions were fully captured
within the VOIs. Giachetti et al. (2011) have shown that obtaining accu-
rate ONDs and VNDs in natural samples requires combining stacks of
different resolutions and an automated de-coalescence of the connected
vesicle network. Such analysis is beyond the scope of our study, and we
used their values instead (Table S1).

The level of connectivity between vesicles and oxides is ameasure of
how many oxides are in close contact with vesicles and vice-versa. In
each VOI, oxides were dilated by 1 voxel and counted to obtain the
number of dilated oxides, Nox-d. Dilation is necessary because when a
voxel contains a vesicle–oxide contact, the contrast in X-Ray attenua-
tion between the mineral and the vesicle yields an average value of at-
tenuation that is segmented in neither phase. The volume containing
the dilated oxides was combined with the volume containing the seg-
mented vesicles so that the result is a volume containing segmented ob-
jects that are either isolated vesicles, or isolated oxides, or oxide–vesicle
pairs. In other words, the Boolean operator orwas applied between the
volumewith dilated oxides and that with vesicles. As the μCT scans had
similar resolutions, dilation assumes overall that oxides closer than
about 2 μm from vesicles are connected to these vesicles. Objects in
the resulting volume were counted to obtain the total number of ob-
jects, Ntot, which comprises isolated vesicles, isolated oxides, and con-
nected oxide(s) and vesicle(s). The number of connected objects was
defined as:Nconn=Nox-d+Nves-Ntot. The levels of connectivity of oxides
and vesicles aremeasured by the ratiosNconn/Nox and Nconn/Nves, respec-
tively. Values >1 mean that each object of the considered phase is con-
nected to several objects of the other phase. Fig. S2 illustrates these two
measures of connectivity and their limitations. Text S3 details the error
propagation of the lower detection limit of oxides on Nconn/Nox and
Nconn/Nves.

To determine whether our VOIs were representative elementary
volumes (REVs), wemeasured levels of connectivity in VOIs of progres-
sively smaller sizes. To reduce computing time, this was done by using
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an object countingmethod based on object centroids (see Fig. S3 for de-
tails). Fig. 2 shows the level of connectivity of oxides, Nconn/Nox, mea-
sured in a series of volumes of progressively smaller sizes. Volumes
with>108 voxels for natural samples and> 107 voxels for experimental
samples are statistically representative because they are above the size
at which fluctuations between different volumes stabilize. This differ-
ence inminimumREV size is due to the fact that the largest natural ves-
icles are larger than their experimental counterparts. Fig. 2 shows that
all the largest VOIs (Table S2) are REVs.We thus report the levels of con-
nectivity measured on the largest VOIs for all samples. We used the
standard deviation of the three largest VOIs to estimate uncertainties
on the connectivity of natural samples. The minimum error of the ex-
perimental samples was also the standard deviation of the three largest
VOIs. The maximum error of the experimental samples, however, was
that due to the lower detection limit of oxides (Text S3).

In natural samples, because segmentation of glass and other crystals
in the μCT volumes is challenging, we opted to use the crystal contents
from the SEM analysis. In experimental samples, Fe\\Ti oxide is the
only mineral phase and is easy to segment.

2.4. Measurement accuracy

The procedure of Giachetti et al. (2010) retrieved vesicle size distri-
butionswith great accuracy because it used 6 overlapping levels ofmag-
nification and a step of vesicle de-coalescence (i.e. closing manually
partially retracted walls between neighboring vesicles) to reconstruct
these distributions. This high accuracy was obtained at the expense of
a labor-intensive, time-consumingprocess. One goal of our analysis pro-
cedure was time efficiency, which guided the choice of the number of
magnifications and that of minimizing manual operations during
image analysis. The result of these choices was tomaintain the accuracy
of the OND and VND determinations at the expense of a loss in the res-
olution of object size distributions.

Fig. 3 shows object number densities for one characteristic pumice
sample, AMO36, that were determined using three different segmenta-
tion procedures. The first procedure is that of Giachetti et al. (2010),
which yields accurate OND and VND that we use as reference values.
The second procedure (Giachetti et al., 2011) combined 3D μCT
data from multiple image stacks with different spatial resolutions to
5

generate vesicle size distributions. The third procedure is our
4-magnificationsmethod,whichwas applied on AMO36 by three differ-
ent human operators using slightly different combinations of segmenta-
tion thresholds and cut-off values between magnifications.

The multiscale 3D data of Giachetti et al. (2011) yield a VND similar
to that measured on SEM images, but an OND that is 1.5 log units below
that from SEM images (Fig. 3). This has been shown by Giachetti et al.
(2011) to be resulting from the comparatively lower resolution of the
μCT imaging, which imposes a higher minimum cut-off value (3.4 μm)
compared to the SEM image (0.38 μm). The μCT reconstructions thus
fail to image the smallest oxides, which are present in high number den-
sities in that sample. The SEM vesicle separation procedure of Giachetti
et al. (2011) includes a step of vesicle de-coalescence, whereas ours
does not. Fig. 3 shows that the absence of de-coalescence does not affect
results because the smallest, most numerous vesicles are generally iso-
lated and not subject to de-coalescence. Considering the SEM image
magnifications we used, objects larger than 1.5–3 mm across are ex-
pected to be missing from our size distributions (Giachetti et al.,
2010). This is not an issue for the generally smaller oxides, but it
strongly affects vesicle volume distribution as vesicles larger than
1.5 mm occupy up to a quarter of the volume of void (Giachetti et al.,
2010). Cumulated number densities, however, are not affected by the
upper size limit because large vesicles are far less numerous (108–
1010 m−3) than smaller ones (1015–1016 m−3). This is visible in Fig. 3,
which shows that the reference size distributions determined by
Giachetti et al. (2010) and those obtainedwith ourmethod yield similar
cumulated number densities. All our analyses involve 4 magnification
levels, except those of Merapi products and those of the February
2010 Soufrière Hills explosive products that only involve two magnifi-
cation levels. It has been shown in Drignon et al. (2016) and Burgisser
et al. (2019) that cumulated number densities in these samples are un-
affected by the artifacts introduced by this information gap because the
smallest and most numerous objects are captured by the highest SEM
magnification.

Another issue is that oxides have been shown to be very small in
products of explosive eruptions, reaching nanolite sizes (Mujin and
Nakamura, 2014). Compared with the SEM procedure, the EDS proce-
dure is able to capture smaller oxides because oxides have a chemical
composition that is distinct from that of the other minerals. Fig. 3
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shows that EDS-based images of sample AME10Gwith a cut-off limit of
0.1 μm yield an OND that is 1 log unit higher than that of SEM images
with a 0.38 μm cut-off. That more oxides are found at a lower cut-off
is consistent with the presence of oxide nanolites in our samples. This
suggests that our SEM-based ONDswith a 0.38 μmcut-off areminimum
values because Mujin and Nakamura (2014) report oxide nanolites of
0.01–0.02 μm. The μCT reconstructions of natural samples underesti-
mate natural ONDs by an additional one order of magnitude. This is
not the case for experimental samples because the μCT scans capture
83–98% of the oxides (Fig. 1).

Finally, EDS images with the same 0.38 μm cut-off limit as the SEM
images yield an OND that is 1 log unit lower than that of SEM images.
This counter-intuitive result is due to our thresholding of SEM images,
which creates false positives because of vesicle edge effects that a circu-
larity filter limits but does not suppress. The remaining false positives
(i.e. bubble edges incorrectly counted as oxides) compensate somewhat
the loss caused by the high cut-off value, but do so in a way that is dif-
ficult to quantify.

The intrinsic errors of the different methods are much smaller than
inter-operator variability (Fig. 3). We thus based the overall uncer-
tainties of our number densities on the maximum differences between
the four SEM determinations of Fig. 3, which correspond to ±0.13 log
units for oxides and ± 0.15 log units for vesicles, and we consider our
ONDs as minimum values. We applied those two levels of uncertainty
due to inter-operator variability to all samples analyzed in 2D, regard-
less of their origin (new, re-analyzed, or published).

3. Results

3.1. Vesicle types and oxide–vesicle contacts

Vesicles in our natural samples were subdivided in sub-populations
using the criteria of Giachetti et al. (2010). There are two main types of
small (<30–50 μm) vesicles. The first type, S1, is composed of rounded,
isolated vesicles that occur in vesicular samples (Fig. 4A), such as the
ones described in Giachetti et al. (2010) and Burgisser et al. (2010).
The second type, S2, is composed of irregular voids often delimited by
crystal faces that occur in dense samples with a diktytaxitic texture
(Fig. 4B). A couple of samples feature both types (Fig. 4C). One sample
from Mt. Pelée features deflated vesicle textures such as narrow,
pinched-off necks connecting two flattened vesicles (Fig. S4) associated
with bubble collapse (e.g., Adams et al., 2006; Moitra et al., 2013;
Pistolesi et al., 2015). We did not find in our samples bubble collapse
textures linked to shear-bands (Wright and Weinberg, 2009). There
are three types of large (>30–50 μm) vesicles. Two of them are com-
posed of deformed vesicles of equivalent size>300 μmacross and circu-
larity <0.2. Type L1 comprises large angular voids between crystal
fragments that are interpreted to have been formed in response to the
decompression accompanying the Vulcanian explosion (Giachetti
et al., 2010; Burgisser et al., 2010; Burgisser et al., 2019). Type L2 is com-
posed of the remaining vesicles of >300 μm, which are considered as
pre-explosive vesicles. Type L3 is composed of 40–300 μm, lobate vesi-
cles that result from newly nucleated S1 bubbles that have undergone
some growth and coalescence (Giachetti et al., 2010).

On the basis of 2D observations, the first small vesicle type S1 has
been often associatedwith oxides (e.g., Giachetti et al., 2010) and repre-
sents the latest syn-explosive nucleation event. Here we extend these
observations to 3D by looking at the proportion of oxides that are touch-
ing S1 vesicles (or in close proximity of <3 μm) and vice-versa. Fig. 5
shows the fractions of oxides and vesicles that are in close contact
with one another. In natural samples bearing S1 vesicles, the level of
oxide–vesicle connectivity ranges from 55% to 100% and the level of
vesicle–oxide connectivity ranges from 16% to 72%. In other words,
half to all oxides touch vesicles whereas a smaller and more variable
proportion of vesicles are in contact with oxides. Fig. 6A–B shows 2D
and 3D renderings of a representative sample with an oxide–vesicle
6
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connectivity of 90% and a vesicle–oxide connectivity of 16%. It illustrates
that most oxides are protruding inside vesicles whereas most vesicles
contain no oxides.

Because it is the hallmark feature of the diktytaxitic texture, S2 ves-
icles are mostly observed in samples with that texture, althoughwe ob-
serve a continuum between the proportions (and shapes) of S1 and S2
vesicles in our samples (Fig. 4). We note that none of the classical
shape indicators such as circularity, elongation, or shape factor Ω
(Moitra et al., 2013) could reliably discriminate the two vesicle types
in 2D images. Although in contact with oxides (16% of the vesicles of
the diktytaxitic sample of Fig. 5 touch oxides), S2 vesicles are mostly
found in low-porosity dome samples and block-and-ash flow products.
One likely origin of these vesicles is reorganization of voids under shear
(Laumonier et al., 2011). Here we simply assume that the number den-
sity of S2 vesicles is not caused by nucleation and that there is thus no
genetic link between oxides and S2 vesicles. This leads us to consider
block-and-ash flow products separately from those issued from ash fall-
out or fountain collapse.

The decompression experiments of Burgisser and Gardner (2004),
which involve rhyolitic melt bearing <0.1 vol% oxides, provide addi-
tional constraints on the relationship between bubbles and oxides.
Fig. 5 indicates that ~100% of the bubbles are in contact with an oxide
in ABG1. In the two other samples, 155–215% of the bubbles are in con-
tact with an oxide, whichmeans that bubbles touch, on average, 1.6–2.2
oxides. This connectivity increase is most likely due to bubble growth
because bubble size goes from 25 μm in ABG1 at a quench pressure of
100MPa to 56–66 μm in ABG16 and ABG28,whichwere both quenched
at 50MPa (Burgisser and Gardner, 2004). Conversely, 64% to 88% of the
oxides touch experimental bubbles, indicating a high level of connectiv-
ity (Fig. 6C). As shown below, these levels of connectivity are consistent
with the comparable VND and OND values of this experimental series.

3.2. Vesicle and oxide number densities

Fig. 7 shows vesicle and oxide number densities of all our samples
plus samples from the literature. Fig. 7A indicates that the nearly
aphyric glasses from experiments have number densities spanning
from 1010 to 1016 m−3. Samples in Fig. 7A can be divided into three cat-
egories: samples featuring more oxides than bubbles such as the series
of Cluzel et al. (2008) and Shea et al. (2010), sampleswithmore bubbles
than oxides such as the series of Gardner (2007) and most samples of
7

Gardner and Denis (2004), and samples with bubbles and oxides in
equivalent numbers such as those of Burgisser and Gardner (2004).

Natural samples were divided into two categories according to the
dominant texture present in the samples from individual eruptive
events. Thefirst category (Fig. 7B) ismostly composedof vesicular pum-
ice clasts from eruptions dominated by explosionswith a strong vertical
component (Vulcanian events at Soufrière Hills, Lascar, and Kilian volca-
noes, sub-Plinian and blasts events at Merapi and Mount St. Helens
volcanoes). The second category (Fig. 7C) is mostly composed of
dense pumice clasts with diktytaxitic and intermediate, vesicular–
diktytaxitic textures from dome collapse events (Soufrière Hills and
Mt. Pelée volcanoes) and lateral blast (Mt. Pelée volcano). Overall, num-
ber densities in natural samples are higher than those in experimental
samples. Pumice clasts from vertical explosions have a wide OND
range, spanning 1014 to 1017 m−3 and a VND range that clusters around
1015 to 1016 m−3 (Fig. 7B). As we assume no genetic link between ox-
ides and S2 vesicles, we only report OND of diktytaxitic samples. The
sample from the 1980 Mount St. Helens blast appears to be an outlier
with low OND, which is likely due to the abundance of microlites that
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are too small to be detected (Cashman, 1988), and will not be consid-
ered further in our analysis. Fig. 7C suggests that ONDs from dome col-
lapse events are similar (within about one order of magnitude) to those
from explosive events at the same volcano. The two samples from the
1929 block-and-ash flow at Mt. Pelée are noteworthy. One sample is a
pumice clast with 36 vol% vesicles that are rounded, which is a texture
that is commonly found in most vesicular products of block-and-ash
flows. The OND and VNDof this sample are almost identical. The second
sample is a dense clastwith 12 vol% vesicles that have a deflated texture
with concave shapes,which is commonly interpreted as having resulted
from outgassing and gas escape. For this sample, we considered that the
collapsed vesicles were not directly linked genetically to oxides because
coalescence and collapse modify number densities, and only reported
8

the OND (5 × 1014 m−3), which is close to that of the more vesicular
pumice (1.3 × 1015 m−3).

For some explosive events at Soufrière Hills, Kilian, and Merapi
volcanoes, water content analyses have been used to retrieve pre-
explosive values of porosity and pressure of the analyzed samples
(Drignon et al., 2016; Colombier et al., 2017; Burgisser et al., 2019).
Although magma can rise in the conduit prior to a Vulcanian explo-
sion in a step-wise fashion (Druitt et al., 2002; Jaquet et al., 2006;
Clarke et al., 2007; Mann et al., 2013), we tested here the simpler
view that oxide microlites nucleate and grow between the moment
magma leaves the reservoir and the moment it reaches its pre-
explosive position. Phase equilibria experiments have constrained
the main storage pressure to ~130 MPa at Soufrière Hills (Barclay
et al., 1998) and to ~350 MPa at Kilian (Martel et al., 2013). Estimat-
ing reservoir pressure at Merapi is a complex task because the
magmas feeding the 2010 eruption were stored at multiple levels
and mixed prior to their final ascent towards the surface (Costa
et al., 2013; Nadeau et al., 2013; Preece et al., 2014; Erdmann et al.,
2016; Widiyantoro et al., 2018). Here we follow Drignon et al.
(2016) and assume a storage pressure of 300MPa so that it is slightly
higher than the deepest conduit storage pressure of our samples
while being compatible with the location of the main reservoir re-
gion (Widiyantoro et al., 2018). Fig. 8 shows OND as a function of
the pressure difference between the reservoir and the pre-
explosive storage location in the conduit. There is no relationship be-
tween OND and reservoir–conduit pressure difference for theMerapi
events. At Soufrière Hills and at Kilian (notwithstanding the limited
data), these two parameters are positively correlated. The choice of
the reservoir pressure does not influence these trends.

There is textural evidence that our VNDs track small bubbles nucle-
ated during the explosion when magma leaves its pre-explosive loca-
tion to be expelled into the atmosphere. At Soufrière Hills, Giachetti
et al. (2010) and Burgisser et al. (2019) have shown that S1 and L3 ves-
icles, which are mostly responsible for the VND values in non-
diktytaxitic samples, were formed in response to the decompression ac-
companying the Vulcanian explosions. More than half (and often more
than 80%) of the oxides touch vesicles (Figs. 5 and 6A–B). In addition,
wetting angles between oxides and vesicle (Giachetti et al., 2010) are
compatible with those that have been determined experimentally
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(Hurwitz and Navon, 1994). These lines of evidence suggest that oxides
were nucleation sites for the syn-explosive vesicles. Although our mea-
surements indicate vesicle–oxide connectivity of up to 90%, in most
cases only 15–40% of the vesicles touch oxides (Fig. 5), indicating
large numbers of orphaned vesicles and highlighting themany transfor-
mations affecting magma during ascent and subsequent evacuation.
Pre-existing L2 vesicles, for instance, are not expected to be in contact
with oxides because they nucleated before the oxide microlites. These
crystal-rich magmas (the median vesicle-free crystal content is 45 vol
%, Table S1) have limited interstitial space in which syn-explosive bub-
ble growth and coalescence can occur, which changes bubble–oxide as-
sociation. These transformations make it unlikely that the near linear
relationship between VND and OND for the Merapi eruption (Fig. 7B)
is fortuitous.We suggest instead that the VND is often 0.5 order of mag-
nitude below the OND because some S1 syn-explosive bubbles
underwent coalescence, thereby expanding the coarser L3 population
and lowering VNDs. This offset could even be an underestimate because
ONDs represent minimum values. The more complex case of Soufrière
Hills is discussed in Section 4.2.1.

That VNDs are controlled by the sudden decompression accompany-
ing conduit evacuation allows us to determine decompression rate at
both Merapi and Soufrière Hills. When oxides are at least as numerous
as vesicles in a given volume (Fig. 7A), Cluzel et al. (2008) have
shown that the decompression rate needed to generate the observed
VND can be calculated using the simplified nucleation model of
Toramaru (2006). The 2010 Soufrière Hills samples were thus removed
from this analysis because they havemore vesicles than oxides (Fig. 7B).
Pressures shown in Fig. 8 were calculated using the water solubility re-
lationship of Liu et al. (2005). To circumvent the disadvantage that this
relationship is not invertiblewhilemaintaining self-consistency, we cal-
culated the values of constants, a and b, by fitting the relationship of Liu
et al. (2005) with the following solubility relationship relating pressure
in MPa, P, to melt water content in wt%, C:

C ¼ aPb ð1Þ

The calculated values (a=0.3293 and b=0.5343 for Soufrière Hills
and a= 0.3054 and b= 0.5402 for Merapi) recover the relationship of
Liu et al. (2005) over the pressure range of interest. Following Cluzel
et al. (2008), we assumed a water diffusivity of 10−11 m2/s, a molecular
volume of water in themelt of 3 × 10−29m3, and awater–magnetite ef-
fective surface tension of 0.025 N/m. Temperature andmelt densities of
850 °C and 2450 kg/m3 were used for Soufrière Hills (Barclay et al.,
1998; Burgisser et al., 2010). Corresponding values for Merapi were
930 °C and 2455 kg/m3 (Costa et al., 2013; Erdmann et al., 2016).
Fig. 9 shows the resulting decompression rates alongside those at Kilian,
which were obtained by Colombier et al. (2017) using a similar
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approach. The events at the three volcanoes yield similar rates of
3–30 MPa/s, regardless of sample position in the conduit.

4. Discussion

4.1. Experimental samples

The three categories of experimental samples (Fig. 7A) are consis-
tent with the conclusions of the respective experimental studies. Stud-
ies featuring more oxides than bubbles report agreement between
VND and nucleation models (e.g., Toramaru, 1995; Toramaru, 2006)
that are mainly controlled by supersaturation, water diffusivity, melt
viscosity, and decompression rate (Cluzel et al., 2008; Shea et al.,
2010). Studies featuring more bubbles than oxides report little agree-
ment with such models (Gardner, 2007; Gardner and Denis, 2004).
Among the possible reasons proposed in those works for such mis-
match, one is consistent with Fig. 7A: “[VND] is relatively constant in
MCR rhyolite, and probably reflects the number of sites for nucleation on
magnetite (and the few ends of hematite) that can potentially be used”
(Gardner, 2007). The studywith bubbles and oxides in equivalent num-
bers (Burgisser andGardner, 2004) reports remarkably consistent VNDs
between experiments having undergone a manual pressure drop from
155 to 100 MPa in <1 s. Our 3D analysis reveals that nearly all oxides
in these samples have a bubble attached to them, and all bubbles are
connected to one or two oxides, suggesting that bubble nucleation con-
tinued until all the sites offered by the oxides were used. Revisiting
other experimental work addressing bubble growth (e.g., Cichy et al.,
2011; Fiege and Cichy, 2015) by measuring ONDs might thus show
that oxide-controlled bubble nucleation is more pervasive than cur-
rently thought.

These results suggest a simple, testable hypothesis to assess the like-
lihood of heterogeneous bubble nucleation. If, given a set of decompres-
sion conditions (melt composition, decompression rate, etc.) in a
bubble-free, oxide-bearing melt, the OND is higher or equal to the
VND predicted by heterogeneous nucleation models, the final number
of nucleated bubbles will be consistent with model predictions. Con-
versely, if the decompression conditions are such that the VND pre-
dicted by heterogeneous nucleation models is higher than the OND,
the final number of nucleated bubbles cannot be predicted accurately.
Fig. 7A hints that theOND could act as an upper limit to VND up to a cer-
tain degree of supersaturation above which nucleation is able to pro-
duce more bubbles than the number of available oxides. This has
important implications for the interpretation of natural samples,
which are explored in the next section.

One piece of evidence supporting that hypothesis can be found in
the series of heating and decompression experiments from Pleše et al.
(2018), Pleše et al. (2019a), and Pleše et al. (2019b). These studies re-
port heterogeneous bubble nucleation in andesitic melts seeded with
plagioclase, clinopyroxene, and oxides. Nucleation occurred first on pla-
gioclase and/or clinopyroxene and, surprisingly, last on oxides. The
melt-referenced OND of these samples ranges from 3.3 × 1010 to
1.3 × 1012 m−3 assuming a crystal content of 30 vol% for all samples
(Pleše et al., 2018). The VND is not reported in the heating experiments
of Pleše et al. (2018) because of segmentation issues (Pleše, personal
communication, 2019). Using the reported bubble and sample volumes
and assuming an average bubble size of 10 to 100 μm based on the μCT
images, our rough estimate of the melt-referenced VND is 3 × 1011–
7 × 1015m−3. Using the reported bulk VND in puremelt regions and as-
suming an average porosity of 10–20 vol% based on the μCT images, our
rough estimate of the melt-referenced VND in the decompression ex-
periments of Pleše et al. (2019a) is 8 × 1012–8 × 1014 m−3. In both se-
ries, every sample has a VND that is always larger than its OND,
suggesting that oxides were present in insufficient numbers to provide
monomineral nucleation sites for the bubbles. Nucleation was thus
prone to occur on the other phases that were present. This interpreta-
tion does not undermine the finding that plagioclase with rough
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surfaces have better nucleation properties than previously envisioned
(Pleše et al., 2018). Instead, it provides an alternate explanation of
whyoxideswere the last occupiednucleation sites in both experimental
series.
4.2. Natural cases

Fe\\Ti oxides are subject to fast re-equilibration during decompres-
sion because of cooling, changes in redox state and melt water loss
(e.g., Andersen and Lindsley, 1988; Venezky and Rutherford, 1999;
Devine et al., 2003; Ghiorso and Evans, 2008). Although the decompres-
sion threshold for bubble nucleation is lower for magnetite than, for in-
stance, hematite (Cluzel et al., 2008), the end-members of the solid
solution are not separated in our data. This warrants further investiga-
tion by using, for instance, element mapping (Muir et al., 2012;
Drignon et al., 2016) instead of SEM imaging to distinguish between
theONDs of hematite, ilmenite, andmagnetite. For simplicity, in the fol-
lowing discussion, we ignore that several bubbles can nucleate on the
same crystal, increasing thefinal VNDby atmost 0.5 order ofmagnitude
(Gardner and Denis, 2004; Edmonds et al., 2015), and that other phases
can cause heterogeneous nucleation, which also increases the VND
(Hurwitz and Navon, 1994; Pleše et al., 2018). We also keep in mind
that ONDs are minimum values because our analysis cannot identify
nanolites that are <380 nm.

Despite these limitations, the observation that the VNDs at Soufrière
Hills, Kilian, andMerapi result from a narrow range of high decompres-
sion rates regardless of pre-explosive storage pressure (Fig. 9) is com-
patible with the 0.1–10 MPa/s propagation rate of the fragmentation
front given by conduit flowmodel simulations of short-lived Vulcanian
eruptions at Soufrière Hills (Mason et al., 2006). The fragmentation
front that disrupts themagma columnand feeds the explosion is accom-
panied by a decompression front that either is collocatedwith that frag-
mentation front, or propagates downward into the part of the conduit
that is still intact (Burgisser et al., 2011). Combined with the presence
of syn-explosive vesicles and high levels of oxide–vesicle connectivity,
Fig. 9 suggests that such decompression front is responsible for syn-
explosive bubble nucleation in these Vulcanian and sub-Plinian events.
The new bubbles and the associated expansion favor fragmentation, re-
gardless of whether decompression is collocated with fragmentation.
Further interpretation of these rates is not easy because the conversion
from decompression rate to fragmentation speed depends on the frag-
mentation mechanism (Toramaru, 2006; Burgisser et al., 2011; Miwa
and Geshi, 2012) and on the magma physical properties (Alatorre-
Ibargüengoitia et al., 2011; Richard et al., 2013). This result, however, al-
lows us to posit that a minimum OND is needed in the conduit for the
decompression front to nucleate bubbles. Conversely, if oxides are too
sparse, the front does not create enough bubbles andmagma expansion
stops, which is likely to end explosive conduit evacuation. The first-
order consequence of this conjecture is that conditions for nucleation
were adverse at great depths at Soufrière Hills (<50MPa above the res-
ervoir, Fig. 8) but were propitious at all depths atMerapi. This partly ex-
plains the much deeper evacuation at Merapi. In the next section, we
bring together pieces of evidence that support the hypothesis that tran-
sition from effusive to explosive eruptions is controlled by the absence
or presence of oxide microlites in the conduit, respectively.

4.2.1. Oxides as controls of the effusive–explosive transition
Oxide equilibria conditions aremuch better known than their nucle-

ation behavior in reaction to decompression. If a mineral phase has
reached saturation, whether precipitation occurs by nucleation or by
growth depends on the instantaneous level of disequilibrium
(e.g., Hammer, 2008; Andrews and Befus, 2020). When ascent condi-
tions are smooth (i.e. devoid of stalling or acceleration), larger disequi-
librium levels are easier to achieve at shallowdepth. It is thus possible to
relate the largest microlites to the deepest levels of nucleation, whereas
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more numerous, smaller microlites and nanolites appear at shallow
levels (Melnik et al., 2011).

The Toramaru et al. (2008) nucleation model relates OND to ascent
rate as a function of the initial conditions (pressure andmelt water con-
tent) for microlite nucleation. This model was used by Murch and Cole
(2019) on the Soufrière Hills plagioclase microlite with a modest level
of success. Their results highlighted that model validity is restricted to
nucleation-dominated decompression conditions, which are unlikely
to be fulfilled in the case of lava dome samples that have undergone
complex ascent paths with stalling and/or accelerations. With this lim-
itation in mind, in the next part of this section, we determine the most
likely depth of nucleation-dominated appearance of oxides at both
Soufrière Hills and Merapi, and then use the model of Toramaru et al.
(2008) to deduce ascent rates from our ONDs.

The ONDs at Merapi volcano cluster around 1016–1017 m−3, regard-
less of the conduit–reservoir pressure (Fig. 8). This suggests that oxide
microlites nucleated early in the ascent process, which is expected be-
cause oxide phenocrysts were present in the reservoir (Costa et al.,
2013; Preece et al., 2014; Erdmann et al., 2016). The positive relation-
ship between OND and reservoir–conduit pressure difference at
Soufrière Hills suggests instead that oxide microlite nucleated continu-
ously during ascent. This is consistent with nucleation of oxide,
clinopyroxene, and plagioclase during experimental decompression of
magmas having the composition of the most evolved groundmass of
Soufrière Hills dome products (Couch et al., 2003).

The derivative, dϕ/dP, of the equilibrium crystal volume fraction, ϕ,
with respect to pressure, P, is a measure of how much a parcel of
magma is prone to nucleation. To take feldspar crystallization in the
Soufrière Hills magma as a proof of principle, rhyolite-MELTS 1.2
(Gualda et al., 2012, detailed initial conditions are given in Supplemen-
tary Text S4) predicts a power law increase of plagioclase volume frac-
tion with decreasing pressure that starts at ~70 MPa. This is
compatible with the inference that the most abundant plagioclase
microlites appear at ~6–10 MPa (Clarke et al., 2007; Murch and Cole,
2019). Here we use dϕ/dP to determine the origin of themost abundant
oxides at both Soufrière Hills and Merapi.

The magmas feeding the 2010 Merapi eruption were stored at vari-
ous levels before being assembled and erupted. We now refine the sin-
gle storage pressure used to build Fig. 8 by considering the three starting
conditions proposed by Erdmann et al. (2016) for the rhyolite-MELTS
decompression. The deep reservoir and the recharge magma decom-
pressions are thus starting at 200 MPa (Supplementary Text S4). Shal-
low reservoir decompression starts at 100 MPa, even if pre-explosive
conduit storage pressures larger than those values were reported by
Drignon et al. (2016) and in Fig. 8. The initial conditions of the
rhyolite-MELTS decompression of Soufrière Hills magma are the same
as for Fig. 8 (Supplementary Text S4).

Fig. 10 shows the volume fraction of crystals produced/dissolved per
unit of pressure as a function of pressure for Fe\\Ti oxide phases in the
Soufrière Hills and Merapi melts. It suggests that the transition from
(no) growth to nucleation occurs in the Soufrière Hills conduit at
~20MPa for magnetite and ~ 50MPa for ilmenite. Magnetite nucleation
atMerapi is expected to occur at ~10, ~100, or ~ 200MPa, depending on
the hostmagma. These calculated stability domains are compatiblewith
the observed oxide compositions at both volcanoes (Supplementary
Text S4; Devine et al., 2003; Costa et al., 2013). The resulting nucleation
pressures can thus be used as an input into the Toramaru et al. (2008)
decompression meter to determine ascent rates.

We calculated ascent rates for each sample with the Toramaru et al.
(2008) model using the OND of that sample and the nucleation pres-
sures and corresponding melt water contents deduced from Fig. 10
(Supplementary Text S5). Fig. 11 shows the frequency distribution of as-
cent rates at both Soufrière Hills and Merapi. Overall, Fig. 11 suggests
that ascent rates on the order of 0.005–20 m/s were necessary to pro-
duce the observed ONDs. A similarly wide range of ascent rates is ob-
tained if, instead of considering one OND per sample, one uses the
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typical spread of ONDs in the microlite size range found in the eruptive
products (Figs. S5–7). The main control of these rates is the nucleation
depth, which is particularly noticeable in the case of Merapi (Fig. 11B)
owing to the very different origin depths between the three erupted
magmas.

Keeping in mind that our estimates are average rates between the
nucleation depth and the pre-explosive location, whereas magma as-
cent is a dynamic process, the rates of Fig. 11 greatly overlap with the
critical ascent rate range of 0.005–0.25 m/s for the effusive–explosive
transition compiled by Cassidy et al. (2018) who included Soufrière
Hills in their compilation. This overlap is not a consequence of shared
methodologies because the ascent rates in Cassidy et al. (2018)were es-
timated using methods that are independent from the oxide microlite
decompression meter of Toramaru et al. (2008). Effusive activity is
thus far more likely to occur at rates <0.005 m/s, which coincide with
rates at which oxide nucleation is unlikely to happen in the conduit. A
corollary prediction is that lava dome eruptions have small ONDs at
depth.

A robust test of the hypothesis that the effusive–explosive transition
is controlled by the distribution of OND in the conduit would be tomea-
sure the OND of a deep sample of an effusive eruption. Unfortunately, as
shown by Fig. 7C, lava dome samples have all reached near-surface con-
ditions where numerous oxides can nucleate in response to cooling,
making the formal verification of this hypothesis difficult. There is, how-
ever, indirect experimental evidence that oxides do not nucleate at
depth during effusive eruptions. Considering that the Soufrière Hills
magma contains oxide phenocrysts inherited from the reservoir
(e.g., Devine et al., 2003), Martel and Schmidt (2003) have shown that
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slow decompression from reservoir level to 50 MPa in more than
5–15 days (<0.003–0.009 m/s) causes oxide crystallization to occur by
growth instead of nucleation. A conduit filled with slowly rising
magma will thus contain the oxide cargo inherited from the reservoir,
which is not numerous enough (OND < 1011 m−3, Figs. S5–7) to act as
systematic bubble nucleation sites. Even if other Fe-bearing minerals
are present, only large (>20 MPa) pressure fluctuations could trigger
heterogeneous nucleation in such a conduit. If, on the other hand, the
magma rises fast enough to reach the range of ascent rates at which
transitional and pulsatory effusive and explosive activities are likely,
the local decompression rates are also sufficient to yield the high
ONDs observed in the conduit. Enough new oxides will be added to
the crystal cargo for themagma to nucleate bubbleswhen pressurefluc-
tuations are as small as 5–20 MPa/s.

It is thus not accidental that the critical ascent rates at which transi-
tional effusive and explosive activities occur overlap those atwhich new
oxides are nucleated in the conduit. Oxidemicrolites are a primer for ex-
plosive behavior (Cáceres et al., 2020) because they considerably lower
the threshold of pressure changes needed for heterogeneous bubble nu-
cleation (Shea et al., 2010). This strongly supports the conjecture that
the OND has to be above a given threshold for the decompression
front (Section 4.2) to nucleate bubbles. Conversely, it also suggests
that if insufficient amounts of oxides are present in a given part of the
conduit, no bubbleswill nucleatewhen the decompression front arrives.
The resulting lack of bubble-rich magma ready to expand (Burgisser
et al., 2011) stops the explosion from propagating downward, aborting
it. One exception to the latter scenario is if the burden evacuated is large
enough to foster homogeneous nucleation and rapid gas expansion,
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such as in the case of a cryptodome suddenly exposed to atmospheric
pressure.

Overall, this reasoning gives a new meaning to the critical range of
ascent rates observed by Cassidy et al. (2018); the critical range is de-
fined by the rates at which oxides nucleate in the conduit. We thus pro-
pose that the presence of oxides at depth is a major control of the
effusive to explosive transition.

Here we explore two consequences of the posited relationship be-
tween ONDand explosivity. First, the 2010 Soufrière Hills explosion fea-
tures near constant VNDs regardless of the OND. This could be partly
due to heterogeneous nucleation on other phases such as pyroxenes,
or to the presence of nanolites. This is also reminiscent of the experi-
ments with VND > OND, in which a similar saturation density occurs
(Fig. 7A). Leaving nanolites aside, this suggests that the decompression
magnitudewas too high for the number of oxides present and that bub-
ble nucleationwasmore erratic because it depended on a poorly under-
stood and spatially heterogeneous combination of available nucleation
sites, decompression magnitude, and decompression rate (Gardner,
2007). Our interpretation of the Pleše et al. (2018) experiments sug-
gests that syn-explosive bubbles nucleated on the other minerals be-
cause oxides were not numerous enough to provide monomineral
nucleation sites. This implies that oxides were the last occupied nucle-
ation sites in that Vulcanian event.

The second consequence bears on the interpretation of older erup-
tions for which no observation such as dome growth rate is available
but for which pre-eruptive conditions are known. This is the case of
the 9.4 ka BP Vulcanian eruption of Kilian volcano (Martel et al., 2013;
Colombier et al., 2017). Its trachytic composition differs strongly from
themore calc-alkalinemagmas of Soufrière Hills andMerapi. As a result,
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oxides nucleate at 20–50 MPa (Fig. 12A). Fig. 12B shows that the mea-
sured ONDs resulted from ascent rates lying in the 0.01–1 m/s range,
which is within that of the critical ascent rates compiled by Cassidy
et al. (2018). It also implies that below ~7 × 10−3 m/s no magnetite
microlite would crystallize in the conduit before reaching the cooling
dome, making this ascent rate the minimum threshold value for the
transition between effusive and explosive behavior during that
eruption.

5. Conclusions

We used new, re-analyzed, and published data to build a compila-
tion of oxide number densities (ONDs) and vesicle number densities
(VNDs) of samples from explosive and effusive products at five volca-
noes, totaling 76 new determinations and 31 determinations from the
literature. Natural samples were from products of Vulcanian explosions
at Soufrière Hills, Lascar, and Kilian volcanoes, of laterally directed blasts
at Mt. Pelée, Mount St. Helens, and Merapi volcanoes, of a sub-Plinian
event at Merapi volcano, and of lava dome effusion with intermittent
collapse at Soufrière Hills and Mt. Pelée volcanoes.

Natural samples were separated into two groups according to the
dominant texture present in the samples from individual eruptive
events. The first group is mostly composed of vesicular pumice clasts
from eruptions dominated by explosions with a strong vertical compo-
nent (Vulcanian events at Soufrière Hills, Lascar, and Kilian volcanoes,
sub-Plinian and blasts events at Merapi and Mount St. Helens volca-
noes). Samples from that category are either distributed within 0.5 log
unit of the 1:1 trend between VND and OND that spans from 1015 to
1017 m−3, or have a constant VND of 1016–1016.5 m−3 regardless of
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OND. A large proportion of oxides (55–100%) touch vesicles whereas a
more variable proportion of vesicles (16–72%) are in contact with
oxides.

The second group is mostly composed of dense pumice clasts with
diktytaxitic and intermediate, vesicular–diktytaxitic textures from
dome collapse event (Soufrière Hills and Mt. Pelée volcanoes) and lat-
eral blast (Mt. Pelée volcano). Samples from that category have ONDs
in the same broad range as their more explosive counterparts. Their
VNDs were not measured because their diktytaxitic textures suggest
that vesicles are gaps between crystals with no genetic link to oxides.

We compiled new and published data of ONDs and VNDs of five se-
ries of experimental decompression of rhyolitic and phonolitic melts,
totaling 3 new samples and 46 samples from the literature. Number
density data suggest that samples can be divided into three categories:
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those featuring more oxides than bubbles, those with more bubbles
than oxides, and those with bubbles and oxides in equivalent numbers.
In this last category, experimental bubbles touch, on average, 1.6–2.2
oxides (i.e. most bubbles are in contact with two oxides whereas the
other bubbles are either isolated or touching one oxide) while 64–88%
of the oxides are in contactwith bubbles. These high levels of connectiv-
ity suggest that the role of oxides in controlling bubble nucleation in
these decompression experiments has been underestimated. When ox-
ides are at least as numerous as vesicles in a given volume (i.e. when
OND > VND), heterogeneous nucleation models (e.g., Toramaru, 1995;
Toramaru, 2006) are able to reproduce the nucleation density of vesicles
as a function of supersaturation, water diffusivity, melt viscosity, and
decompression rate.When oxides are less abundant thannucleated ves-
icles at the final pressure (i.e. when OND< VND), these models are un-
able to reproduce experimental data. In that case, comparatively much
larger supersaturation pressures are needed to achieve the same VND
as when OND > VND.

Building on the textural evidence that VNDs track small bubbles nu-
cleated during conduit evacuation, we calculated the decompression
rates responsible for the VNDs at both Merapi and Soufrière Hills.
They fall within the same range as those at Kilian volcano (3–30 MPa/
s), and are compatible with the fragmentation front propagation rates
given by conduit flow model simulations at Soufrière Hills (Mason
et al., 2006). Combined with the presence of syn-explosive vesicles
and high levels of oxide–vesicle connectivity, this suggests that the de-
compression front accompanying these Vulcanian and sub-Plinian ex-
plosions is responsible for syn-explosive bubble nucleation. This result
allows us to posit that a minimum OND is needed in the conduit for
the decompression front to nucleate bubbles. Conversely, if there are
not enough oxides, the front does not create enough bubbles and
magma expansion stops, bringing explosive conduit evacuation to an
end.

We used rhyolite-MELTS and the Toramaru et al. (2008) nucleation
model to calculate the average ascent rates necessary to yield the ob-
served ONDs at Soufrière Hills and Merapi volcanoes. The resulting
rates, 0.005–20 m/s, greatly overlap with the range of critical ascent
rate inferred for the effusive–explosive transition (Cassidy et al.,
2018). This overlap is not fortuitous; oxides nucleated in the conduit
have been proposed to be a primer for explosive behavior (Cáceres
et al., 2020) because they require a very small pressure drop for hetero-
geneous bubble nucleation to occur. Our results thus suggest that a con-
duit filled with slowly rising magma will only contain the oxide cargo
inherited from the reservoir. In the cases included in this study, this
cargowas not numerous enough (OND<1011m−3) to act as systematic
bubble nucleation sites. Even if other Fe-bearing minerals are present,
only large (>20MPa) pressure fluctuations could trigger heterogeneous
nucleation in such a conduit. If, on the other hand, the magma rises fast
enough to reach rates at which the effusive–explosive transition is
likely, our results show that the local decompression rates are also suf-
ficient to yield the high ONDs observed in the conduit. Sufficient quan-
tities of oxide microlites have then crystallized for the magma to
nucleate bubbles when small pressure fluctuations occur.

We thus propose that the presence of oxide at depth is a major con-
trol of the effusive to explosive transition. The OND has to be above a
given threshold so that the decompression front accompanying
magma disruption and evacuation nucleates bubbles. Conversely, if, in
a given part of the conduit, insufficient oxides are present, then bubbles
do not nucleate when the fragmentation front arrives. Applied to the
older eruption of Kilian, our results suggest that ~7 × 10−3 m/s is the
minimum threshold value of ascent rate for the transition between effu-
sive and explosive behavior at that volcano.
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